
XTH PLACE

Wipro earned a significant increase in its score in this Leaderboard, gaining 10 points and raising its overall ranking 
to 5th place, primarily on the strength of its score in the IT Energy Impact and Advocacy leadership criteria. Wipro 
took a leadership role in clean energy advocacy in India, and made significant advances in its greenhouse gas (GHG) 
mitigation strategy, including substantial renewable energy purchases.

Wipro sunk considerable corporate resources into political advocacy in India in the past year. Wipro has weighed in on 
the regulatory efforts to change the National Solar Mission, and the company has pushed to increase the amount of 
renewable energy by at least 20% through the Renewable Power Obligations (RPO). Wipro again continues to set the 
leadership bar for its comprehensive mitigation strategy of its own growing energy footprint.

Energy Savings Calculations (4/10)

Wipro offers a number of IT saving solutions, ranging from energy management to carbon accounting and energy 
intelligence. Wipro’s case studies offer final GHG reduction data, but the company needs to be much more specific in 
its disclosure of how these figures are calculated.

Public Metrics (1/10)

Wipro needs to provide the data and metrics being used to make its energy savings calculations. The company needs 
to significantly increase its transparency for how it is calculating its energy savings.

Investment (2/10)

Wipro publishes some raw data on its IT investments, and also specific data on the number of employees dedicated to 
IT solutions in its company (350) with specific human resources goals of increasing its personnel working in this area.

Future Savings Goal (2/10)

Wipro has set a goal of 10% to 15% emissions reductions from its climate solutions offerings. This goal needs to be 
further refined, with greater details on its IT solutions metrics as noted above. 
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Political Speech (1/10)

Wipro has a statement on its website acknowledging the need for climate action, but didn’t otherwise use its 
influence and standing both inside and outside of the IT sector to speak publicly about the need for clean energy 
and climate policy. 

Political Policy (11/15)

Wipro has sunk considerable corporate resources in political advocacy in India. Wipro has weighed in on the 
regulatory efforts to change the National Solar Mission, and the company has pushed to increase the amount of 
renewable energy through the Renewable Power Obligations (RPO) of at least 20%.

Repetition Bonus (3/10)  

Wipro’s multiple efforts at clean energy advocacy in India earn the company an additional 3 points.

Wipro did not receive any Negative Lobby Penalties.

Energy & Emissions Targets (5/5)

Wipro has set an ambitious target for its GHG reductions; the company is committed to reduce emissions by 44% 
by 2015 from a baseline year of 2008 with year-by-year breakdowns from 2010 onward.

Mitigation Strategies (10/10)

As part of its GHG mitigation strategy for five years, Wipro identified three key elements: energy efficiency, renewable 
energy purchase and renewable energy generation. It stated that 85% of its emissions reduction target will be 
achieved through the use of renewable energy – 80% through the purchase of renewable energy and 5% through 
direction generation from renewable energy sources. The remainder of the 15% of its emissions reduction will be 
achieved through enhanced energy efficiency measures.

Infrastructure Siting Policy (0/5)

Wipro has hinted that it considers energy source as a key criterion for site selection of its data centres. However, 
those hints have not manifested in reality, as shown by Wipro’s decision to site infrastructure in locations like North 
Carolina, where the electricity grid is powered mostly by coal and nuclear energy.

Product Efficiency & Supply Chain Footprint (4/5)

While products are a smaller part of Wipro’s business, all of the company’s products meet Energy Star standards; 
63% of the products exceed the Energy Star standard by 50%. Wipro surveys its suppliers for carbon accounting; 
the company should take the next step and establish a reduction target for its supply chain GHG emissions.
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POLITICAL ADVOCACY 15/35 4th place

IT ENERGY IMPACT 19/25 =3rd place

POLICY ADVOCACY LEADERSHIP IN SUPPORT Of SOLAR 
ELECTRICITY DEPLOYMENT IN INDIA

SITING Of DATA CENTRE IN NORTH CAROLINA WITHOUT 
A PLAN TO AVOID INCREASING DEMAND fOR COAL AND 
NUCLEAR POWER

DEVELOPMENT Of STRONGER IT SOLUTIONS CASE 
STUDIES WITH TRANSPARENT METRICS
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